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Image Credit: Reuters
As we’re in the middle of another presidential campaign, I thought I’d devote my inaugural viz. post to an
aspect of visual political rhetoric: photos capturing politicians with odd facial expression or in odd poses.
One of the better known examples of this phenomenon is the above photo of John McCain from the last
debate in the 2008 presidential campaign. In the still image, McCain stands behind Barack Obama,
seeming to lurch after him while disrespectfully sticking out his tongue and reaching out with his hands. I
want to stress “seeming,” though, because viewing McCain’s movement in context offers an alternative
explanation.
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Video Credit: C-SPAN
McCain’s seemingly undignified lurch occurred at the end of the debate, as he, Obama and moderator Bob
Schieffer stood up from the table to shake hands. As seen in C-SPAN’s video (starting at 1:29:42), McCain is
uncertain of which direction to round the table. In his hesitation, he makes a funny, self-deprecating
gesture to make light of his momentary confusion. Not being the most graceful person myself, I can
imagine doing something similar were I in McCain’s position. Yet the lurching image soon proliferated on
the web, casting McCain as a creepy, out-of-touch old man.
Photojournalists do take a great number of pictures, so their capturing the occasional odd look isn’t
unexpected. What I find curious, however, is the editorial decision that goes into releasing still photos of
odd expressions when other, more decorous photos are available. As with many aspects of visual culture,
there’s a tumblr that collects these funny faces titled Stupid Faces of Politics, which bills itself as “a nonpartisan collection of amusing faces made by politicians, both past and present.”

Image Credit: Stupid Faces of Politics
Looking through the images, you could make the argument that photojournalists capture politicians as
human beings, including all their foibles, though a still photo out of context can be used to vilify as much
as humanize, as the McCain example suggests. The images could also serve the function of afflicting the
comfortable and comforting the afflicted. The viewing public can enjoy a good chuckle at people in
positions of power. Editorial policy, however, is tangential to my interests here.
More relevant to visual rhetorical analysis are questions about the use of these images and what those
uses say about the production and reading of persuasive texts. My students sometimes run into trouble
when they cite a source without understanding its context, but ignorance doesn’t seem to play a role in
the operation (or manipulation) of context when it comes to these photos. The context of these photos is
widely understood: weird expressions cross everyone’s face for fractions of a second, and sometimes they
get recorded for posterity. Yet, they are not dismissed as “bad” photos. On the contrary, they serve as a
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important resource for rhetorical invention.

Image credit: Laura Clawson
When they appear on partisan blogs, these images are used not only for humor but also to support larger
narratives about politicians and their parties. The above photo can be read as Mitt Romney desperately
attempting to engage his empathy circuits, as blogger Laura Clawson suggests. Or below, President
Obama seems to sport a patrician and elitist mug that looks down on common people, which is the
narrative blogger Nice Deb invokes.

Image Credit: Nice Deb
In an age of photoshopping, what are the different suasive functions that these “authentic” images
perform in contrast with, say, an image of Joe Biden manipulated to put a colorful lollipop in his hand and
an exaggerated tongue extruding from his mouth? Do the ostensibly documentary origins of nonmanipulated photos enhance their appeal?
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Image Credit: Stogie
At a step removed from the bloggers who use these photos to construct arguments, I also wonder about
which photos get released by which sources. Might they reveal some subtle argumentative strategy? Does
the White House under Obama, for instance, release more odd photos of John Boehner than the Bush
White House did of Harry Reid? This might not be the best example, though, as Boehner seems to be
rather more susceptible to awkward photos than other politicians (saving perhaps Joe Biden, as photos like
the one below attest).

Image credit: 500 Still Frames of Joe Biden Eating a Sandwich
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